RECOMMENDATION LETTER : BEFORE
___________________________________________________________
I am very pleased to have the opportunity to warmly recommend XXXX to your
Master of Law in International Economic Law of Chinese University XXXX. As the
SIFE (Students in Free Enterprise) Faculty Advisor of China University of Political
Science and Law, I have witnessed XXXX’s growth as an elite Project Manager. She
is a doer, rather than just a dreamer. I appreciate her positive attitude to her life and
great effort to achieve her goals.
With a Post Doctorate Degree of Economics from XXXX University, I joined the
Faculty of Business in XXXX. I am currently the Vice President of the Center of
MBA in XXXX. Since the foundation of XXXX in 2009, I have been their Faculty
Advisor. I have known XXXX for two years and directly supervised her from
September 2010 to June 2011 on the project she initiated and drove for improving the
economics opportunities of young people-EOP (Economics Opportunity Program).
XXXX presented an ambitious vision-to provide the young a variety of basic
knowledge in economics, the tools they need to be entrepreneurial in whatever role
they play, and an access to a better future by applying economic concepts. I was very
interested in her project and glad to be her advisor to improve the young’s economics
opportunity together with her team. I interacted with XXXX several times every
month through e-mail, phone and regular face-to-face meetings. Through one-year
working together, I can speak about her in great detail.
As a new team, XXXX needs someone who can bring them confidence and lead them
to success. XXXX is the one who made it. Although the goal of XXXX is meaningful
and appealing, no one has the idea of how to initiate it, not to mention how to make it
a special one which will attract the eyes of XXXX Headquarter or effectively
improves the lives of the young. They cannot even agree on the exact target of the
project. Instead of being an armchair strategist, XXXX took the first active move as
the PM-went to the President of XXXX No.1 High School with her well-prepared
preliminary planning book. She told me later, since the project was stuck into a
bottleneck, it was her responsibility to take the active step as a PM. Her positive
action proved to pay her back in the end.
XXXX acted as a good captain of the boat of XXXX. She did well in the
strategy-management. She worked out macro plans, and deliberately delegated
authority to get her teammates to take ownership during the implement. While they
met with problems, she was right there behind them. For example, the XXXX who
was responsible for a speech was stuck by some personal affairs just before the
activity. XXXX stood up to share her stories with the high school students in place of
him. Although without preparation, she attracts them with her interesting stories, and

no one knew that was not in plan, except the XXXXs.
She treats everyone with respect and inspires them to be their best. During the weekly
discussion time, she listened to the XXXX’s carefully, and was never mean to praise
their ideas. She would give her great support to these ideas, as far as it was potential.
XXXX’s concern was focused on individuals as well as the project. After a big
activity, she never forgot to send a thank-you e-mail to her teammates for their
hardworking at that night. She made everyone feel they are working hard together
with their shared goal, and they could make it for sure. At the same time, she
maintained a good contact with the high school, their BAB, the media, and me. She
informed us about the progress of the project regularly, and asked for our advices
sincerely. Besides, she developed a strong bond with XXXXs from other universities.
She shared experience with them, and learnt from their successes and failures. In short,
be open-minded, friendly, and optimistic invites lucky her way.
Although XXXX was major in law, she did well in this field of business. She was
confident she could do it, and knew she could fill in her gaps of knowledge along the
way. Through the communication with her, I found that she had done a lot of
homework: she went to the library and the internet when preparing for the project,
asked for reading lists from their BA, and discussed with people professional in this
field. In her spare time, she passed BEC-H to improve both her business knowledge
and English in business.
In my mind, XXXX’s long term goal-to be a good legal counsel is attainable for her. A
good legal counsel requires significant knowledge of the law and familiarity with a
wide range of complex business transactions. XXXX obviously possesses the
knowledge of the law as a good law student from XXXX, and her experience in
XXXX has given her a special insight on business. I will give my every support for
XXXX to pursuit her further education in International Economic Law from XXXX,
which will help her to be more competitive with an international perspective and a
deeper knowledge in International Economic Law. I believe XXXX will be an
outstanding law student in XXXX, and contribute a lot to the larger university
community.

